Silencing of Intestinal Glycoprotein CD98 by Orally Targeted Nanoparticles Enhances Chemosensitization of Colon Cancer.
Colon cancer is among the most widely occurring cancer types, leading to considerably high mortality rate. The current chemotherapy achieves only limited success, and more effective therapeutic strategies are urgently needed. Human colonic biopsy specimens indicate increased expression of CD98 in patients with colon cancer, suggesting that CD98 might be a potential therapeutic target and/or a receptor for targeted drug delivery in colon cancer treatment. Herein, we coloaded CD98 siRNA (siCD98) and camptothecin (CPT) into CD98 Fab'-functionalized nanoparticles (NPs). The resultant Fab'-siCD98/CPT-NPs showed good monodispersity with an average diameter of approximately 270 nm and a ζ-potential of around -24 mV. These NPs mediated efficient drug delivery to the target cancer cells and tumor tissues, producing much better anticancer and antimigration effects compared to other relevant NPs. Mouse models with orthotopic colon tumors were treated with NP-embedded hydrogel, which revealed that Fab'-siCD98/CPT-NPs exhibited a therapeutic efficacy significantly better than that of single drug-loaded NPs or nonfunctionalized siCD98/CPT-NPs. This study indicates that the Fab'-siCD98/CPT-NP/hydrogel system is able to realize specific release of NPs in the colonic lumen and enable drugs (siCD98 and CPT) to be internalized into target cells, demonstrating a notable potential for clinical applications in colon-cancer-targeted combination therapy.